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A multicomponent order parameter for surface melting is introduced which depends both on the structure of the bulk crystal and on the orientation of the crystal surface. Each order-parameter component,
~ ( 0 9corresponds
,
to a reciprocal-lattice vector, Q",of the two-dimensional lattice parallel to the surface. For complete surface melting, all order-parameter components with 1 Q"1 vanish simult~neously
but the associated critical behavior depends on the length of Q": M(Q,")vanishes faster than M(Q)~)if
1 Q/ I > I ~ ) 1. 1 For a surface of low symmetry, this implies a marked anisotropy of the melting process.
PACS numbers: 68.35.Rh. 64.70.D~

Consider a crystal in equilibrium with its surrounding
vapor. As the temperature, T, is increased towards the
triple-point temperature, T,, the bulk of the crystal
remains almost unchanged up to T, where it melts and,
thus, undergoes a first-order phase transition. In contrast, surface quantities may exhibit continuous behavior
characterized by critical exponents which can be observed over a whole T range below Ti. I t 2 This happens
when the surface region starts to melt and, thus, to become disordered even though the bulk crystal remains in
its ordered state. Then a thin liquidlike layer appears at
the interface of the crystal and the vapor.
As one comes closer and closer to the triple point, the
thickness of the disordered layer may continuously grow.
Then the liquidlike phase will become more and more
similar to the bulk liquid. This is the case of complete
surface melting. On the other hand, no layer may appear at the crystal-vapor interface, or the thickness of
this layer may remain finite as the triple point is attained: This is the case of incomplete surface melting.
Much of the recent work on surface melting has focused on lead (Pb), for which it was first observed by ion
scattering from the (1 10) ~ u r f a c e . The
~
same experimental technique has been used in order to investigate
the dependence of surface melting on the surface orientat i ~ n . ~More
' ~ recently, the onset of surface melting for
Pb(ll0) was also observed by low-energy electron diffraction (LEED).' In addition, surface melting has been
recently studied for ~ r , 0~ 2", methane, and ~
e
These systems seem to provide examples of complete surface melting.13 In contrast, incomplete surface melting
has been observed for ~ b ( 1iI ) 5'7 and for Ge(l1 1).l4
In this paper, we introduce a multicomponent order
parameter (OP) for surface melting. The choice of this
O P depends both on the bulk structure of the crystal and
on the orientation of the surface. The various O P components, m (j)(z) =fi(Q}',z), are labeled by the recip-

rocal-lattice vectors, Q;, and depend on the distance, z,
from the surface. The vectors Q}' are obtained by projecting the reciprocal-lattice vectors Q of the bulk crystal onto the surface plane, and are ordered according to
their size:

We will show below that the O P decay within the liquidlike layer is governed by the length scales

Here, a m is the bulk correlation length within the liquid
phase which governs the exponential decay of the density
fluctuations in the bulk liquid.
At the surface of the crystal (z =0), all OP components, m ^(o) with j S: 1, vanish simultaneously for
complete surface melting. The work presented here implies that m ^ W vanishes faster than m(j'C0) if
1 Q/ I > I Q,' I . As an example, consider the (1 10) surface of Pb (or any other fcc lattice) which is characterized by two orthogonal vectors, Q! and Q^, with
1 Q{' 1 = 2 ~ / dand 1 Q! 1 = ^ i 2 ~ / d and bulk lattice parameter d. Then, m ( 2 ) ( ~=)~ ( Q J ! , O should
)
vanish faster than m ( l ) ( ~ ) = l ^ ( ~ ! , O )and
, the process of surface
melting becomes anisotropic. Such a behavior has indeed been observed for Pb(ll0): The (10) diffraction
beam corresponding to Q$ was observed to vanish faster
than the (01) beam corresponding to Q{'.
. Melting
~ of ~P b ( l l 0~) seems
~ to be governed by shortranged forces. For such a system, we find the mean-field
behavior m ("(0) (Ti - TI^' with

-

and b = l or b = 7 if the particle densities within the
bulk liquid and the bulk crystal are different or (nearly)
equal, respectively. In general, interfacial fluctuations
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